We present improvements to the wavelength calibration for the lenslet-based Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS), that serves as the science instrument for the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI). The GPI IFS features a 2.7 × 2.7 field of view and a 190 x 190 lenslet array (14.1 mas/lenslet) with spectral resolving power ranging from R ∼ 35 to 78. A unique wavelength solution is determined for each lenslet characterized by a two-dimensional position, an n-dimensional polynomial describing the spectral dispersion, and the rotation of the spectrum with respect to the detector axis. We investigate the non-linearity of the spectral dispersion across all Y, J, H, and K bands through both on-sky arc lamp images and simulated IFS images using a model of the optical path. Additionally, the 10-hole non-redundant masking mode on GPI provides an alternative measure of wavelength dispersion within a datacube by cross-correlating reference PSFs with science images. This approach can be used to confirm deviations from linear dispersion in the reduced datacubes. We find that the inclusion of a quadratic term provides a factor of 10 improvement in wavelength solution accuracy over the linear solution and is necessary to achieve uncertainties of a few hundredths of a pixel in J band to a few thousands of a pixel in the K bands. This corresponds to a wavelength uncertainty of ∼ 0.2 nm across all filters.
GEMINI PLANET IMAGER WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) is a high contrast instrument located at Gemini South designed to directly detect and characterize exoplanets. The main science instrument on GPI is an Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS) capable of obtaining low resolution spectroscopy with R ∼ 35 -78 across all the Y, J, H, and K bands. The GPI IFS uses a lenslet based design to reproduce 190 x 190 microspectra in the narrow 2.7" x 2.7" field of view of the Hawaii 2RG detector.
1 Each bandpass is split into 37 wavelength channels, with K band split into two separate bands to limit the overlapping of the microspectra for adjacent lenslets. The field of view and spectral resolution were carefully chosen to produce Nyquist sampling on the detector at the shortest wavelengths, while providing sufficient spectral resolution at the longer wavelengths to resolve important features in planetary atmospheric models.
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A wavelength solution is determined for each lenslet individually, and is characterized by a 2D position, the dispersion, and the tilt (angle from vertical in radians) of the spectrum. Each set of parameters is different for the ∼ 36000 lenslets and vary widely across the field of view. A cutout of a single lenslet is modeled by placing 2D Gaussian PSFs at the predicted spectral peak locations for the GCAL (Gemini's calibration lamp unit) 3 Xe or Ar arc lamp sampled at the resolution of GPI. The data and model spectra are compared using the constrained Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimization algorithm to minimize the error weighted squared residuals of the two images over the free parameters above. 45 This allows measurement of spectral positions to better than 1/10th of a pixel. For a full description of this algorithm, see Wolff et al. (2014) . 6 In this paper, we present work completed on the wavelength calibration of the Gemini Planet Imager since 2014, and includes many lessons learned from ∼ 2 years on sky at Gemini South. In Section 1.1, we describe the recommended practices for the wavelength calibration of any spectral mode GPI science data for the general GPI user. In Section 1.2, we provide techniques for checking the quality of your data and troubleshooting any data quality issues. In Section 2, we discuss the stability of the wavelength calibration over time. In Section 3, we examine the non-linearity of the wavelength solution. Finally, we discuss ongoing work on the simultaneous wavelength solution across all filters.
Recommended Practices
For the ease of use of the general observer, the GPI team has provided a publically available Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP) for the calibration and analysis of both spectral and polarimetry modes of GPI. 7, 8 'Recipes' are furnished for different types of data and are made up of 'Primitives' which handle the individual tasks (Ex. dark subtraction, bad pixel correction, wavelength calibration, generating the spectral datacubes, PCA post processing techniques etc.). There are several recipes devoted to wavelength calibration. These are dicussed in detail below. See Perrin et al. (these proceedings) for a full description of the data infrastructure developed for the GPI Exoplanet Survey Campaign, including the GPI DRP. Below we discuss the steps for properly calibrating the spectra of a science target; both the data to be obtained, and the data reduction processes using the GPI DRP.
• As part of Gemini South's regular calibration program, a set of high signal-to-noise arc lamp images are obtained each time GPI is remounted on the bottom port of the Gemini South telescope using the Gemini Facility Calibration Unit (GCAL). The Argon arc lamp is used as it requires a shorter exposure time than the Xenon lamp to acheive the same SNR.
• The user should reduce these data using the Wavelength Solution 2D Recipe in the GPI DRP. With the new release of the GPI DRP in July 2016, the user now has the option to choose between a Gaussian PSF and a Microlens PSF 9 to simulate the arc lamp spectra. The Microlens PSF generally does a better job in fitting the wings of the PSF and produces a better wavelength solution overall. Note that a full wavelength calibration is computationally intensive. We recommend using the parallelization option for faster computing time (Ex. ∼ 10 min. using 4 cores).
• At the beginning of each science sequence, a short 30 second H band Argon Arc lamp exposure should be taken at the elevation of your target. This will be later used to correct for any shifts of the lenslets on the detector due to internal flexure of the IFS. H band data are used to limit exposure time, and can also be used to provide an offset to other bands.
• These short arc lamp images should be reduced using the Quick Wavelength Solution Recipe in the GPI DRP. Instead of computing a solution for each lenslet individually, this recipe computes the locations of every 20th lenslet (by default) and computes the average shift across the entire field of view.
• When reducing a science sequence, the wavelength calibration is added in the Load Wavelength Calibration primitive. The files generated in the steps above should be selected automatically, but the user can manually input a file as well. To correct for the internal flexure of the IFS, we recommend using the 'BandShift' mode in the Update Spot Shifts for Flexure primitive. This primitive will use the short arc lamp image to correct for any shift in the lenslet spectra that occurred between the high SNR wavelength calibration images and the science data.
A description of each the steps above is available in the GPI pipeline documentation (http://docs.planetimager. org/pipeline/). In the next section, we discuss how to check the quality of a wavelength calibration file, and several suggestions for troubleshooting.
Quality Checks and Troubleshooting
For the general GPI user, we have included several tools to inspect the quality of the wavelength calibration in the GPI DRP. Before beginning to reduce any arc lamp image files, we recommend inspecting them by hand. There is an issue in the communication software between the GCAL unit and GPI that occasionally causes a shutter to remain closed, allowing no photons to reach the instrument during an arc lamp exposure. Once you have confirmed that the raw files have counts, generate a wavelength calibration file using the steps outlined above. To check if the produced wavelength calibration file (extension 'wavecal') is a good fit to your science data, display both images using GPItv (display module used in the GPI DRP). First, open your science image in GPItv, and overplot the wavelength calibration file first by selecting it and then by using the 'Plot Wavecal/Polcal Grid' in the Labels menu of GPItv. This will draw a grid of lenslet spectra over-top of the observed spectra. A window allows the user to manually adjust the x and y positions of the lenslet spectra before drawing. Alternatively, the 'Move Wavecal Grid' Mouse Mode will allow the user to click and drag in the GPItv window to move the grid of lenslet spectra.
The Quality Check Wavelength Calibration Primitive is included in all Wavelength calibration recipes. It performs several checks that are often performed by eye in GPItv. First, the size of the wavelength calibration file is checked for the correct dimensions, and the primitive confirms that all of the lenslet positions are not the same. Histograms are generated for the x and y positions, dispersion (µm/pixel), and the tilt (orientation of the spectra on the detector in radians) of the lenslet spectra. If any two neighboring lenslets have values that are some threshold above the mean difference, the wavelength calibration file will fail the basic quality check. By default, this occurs if the x or y positions vary by more than 2 pixels, the dispersion varies by more than 0.002 µm/pixel, or the spectral tilt varies by more than 0.1 radians (∼ 5
• ). As the name implies, this is only a basic quality check. It is still recommended that the users display the wavelength calibration file overplotted with their science data in GPItv.
STABILITY OF THE WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION
After more than two years of on-sky science operations, we have a better understanding of how the stability of the wavelength calibration for the IFS changes with environment and time. Including both long exposure arc lamp images taken once per GPI run and short arc lamp images taken with each science sequence, we have generated over 1000 wavelength calibration files across all bands (∼ 800 in H -band and 50 -100 in each of the other filters), with data obtained as early as November 2013.
We examined the behavior of the lenslet positions, spectral dispersion, and tilt with several header keywords relating to the environment on Gemini South including the temperature in the IFS and the detector temperature, the telescope elevation, and the date of the observation. We found no correlation with temperature inside or outside of the instrument. While the tilt of the lenslet spectra varies across the field of view, for a given lenslet the tilt is very stable with variations < 10 −3 radians in the entire sample.
The spectral dispersion was observed to change with time gradually by ∼ 4−5 % in 1.5 years, with an apparent turning point at the beginning of 2015, and potentially another change at the beginning of 2016 (Figure 1) . The direction and magnitude of the change varies with band, and the reason for this evolution remains unknown. It is unclear whether this is a gradual or discontinuous change. Some number of jumps with superimposed noise could mimic a gradual change in the data, and may be easier to explain with a mechanical change in the IFS. It is possible that a mechanical change in the prism could cause some angle to drift over time, but we have not identified an optic in the IFS that could reproduce this change in dispersion while conserving the tilt of the lenslet spectra.
Alternatively, the dispersion change could be an artifact of the aging of the GCAL arc lamps. Any changes in excitation associated with aging cathodes, gas contamination or leaks etc. could effect our ability to distinguish between the blended lines that make up the low resolution GPI spectra. This could explain why the effect is largest in J and H bands which have the fewest distinct spectral lines. We see no change in the trend between Xe and Ar lamp data, though we only have Xe arc lamp data in H -band. This could also be a data processing effect. We have not reduced all of the wavelength calibration files with the same version of the Data Reduction Pipeline. However, when re-processing a subset of older calibration files, we found no change in the dispersion. As mentioned previously, the x and y positions of the lenslets vary with flexure. The internal flexure of the IFS has two components: (1) Repeatable sub-pixel shifts vary with the elevation of the telescope as the gravity vector on the IFS changes. This behavior is well defined by a hysteresis curve and can be easily corrected. (2) Occasionally, a large shift of ≤ ±3 pixels in either x or y will result from the shifting of an unidentified optic within the IFS by a few millimeters. This is unpredictable and must be corrected using 30 second arc lamp images taken before each science sequence.
Both behaviors are demonstrated in Figure 2 , which gives the change in the x and y pixel locations for the central lenslet between the short arc lamp image (quick), and the long exposure arc lamp image (master) taken at the beginning of the run in the same bandpass, color coded with elevation. While there is some scatter, most points in the sample fall into three distinct regions. This is likely a result of the loose optic oscillating between two states, i.e. state (a) and state (b). For the largest population, both the master and quick wavelength calibration files were taken with the optic in the same state. The two other groups correspond to occasions when the master files were taken with the optic in state (a) and the quick files were taken with the optic in state (b) and vice versa. Within each of the three populations, there is a clear trend in elevation. Larger shifts occur as the telescope is moved away from zenith (90 • ).
NONLINEARITY OF THE WAVELENGTH SOLUTION
In this section, we investigate any departures from linearity of the wavelength solution. We examine any uncertainties in the spectral positions that could result from the assumption of a linear dispersion solution, and look for alternate expressions for the wavelength as a function of position on the detector. We first use simulations of the IFS output on the detector, and compare this to GCAL arc lamp observations. We also use GPI's Non-Redundant Mask mode for an independent measurement of the wavelength scaling. 
Modeled Performance
Using the geometry of the optical path within the GPI IFS, we are able to examine the theoretical spectrum of each lenslet produced by the dispersing prism. We derived the theoretical pixel position as a function of wavelength, λ, by combining the optical path of the GPI IFS using Zeemax files with the Sellmeier approximations for the indices of refraction of both glass components of the dispersing prism. This was then propagated into pixel values using an estimate for the effective camera focal length of 232 mm and the pixel size of 18 µm.
We fit the resulting dispersion by several n-dimensional polynomials in λ with n = 1 -4 for each band individually. In the case of a 4th degree polynomial, the residuals no longer show any obvious structure. However, given our ability to resolve spectral features on the detector plane, it is unlikely that we will be able to detect pixel positons below the 1/100th of a pixel level. A quadratic solution for position as a function of λ is required for uncertainties < 0.01 pixels. This gives an order of magnitude improvement in pixel uncertainties from a linear fit to the dispersion. An example for H -band is given in Figure 3 , and this behavior is demonstrated in all filters.
Non-Redundant Masking as an Independent Wavelength Check
GPI is equipped with a Non-Redundant Mask (NRM); an interferometric mask containing 10 holes separated by non-redundant baselines.
10 GPI's NRM mode complements GPI's coronagraph by accessing a smaller Inner Working Angle (R ∼ λ/2D where D is the longest baseline) at moderate contrast. The size of the NRM PSF directly depends on the wavelength and is a sensitive probe of changes to pixel sampling with changing wavelength. Consequently, the GPI NRM allows for wavelength calibration of the GPI IFS without requiring an external calibration source.
An independent measure of the wavelength (assuming a pixel scale) can be accomplished by cross-correlating NRM exposures with simulated PSFs at varying pixel scales. Reference PSFs can be generated numerically knowing the pupil geometry and varying the wavelength scaling around an expected value for the data. While the absolute wavelength calibration depends also on the pixel scale, the NRM can measure deviations from a linear wavelength function across a given filter. For each spectral channel, the NRM PSF is cross-correlated with each of the reference PSFs, and the data are fit to a parabola to determine peak correlation. The location of the peak corresponds to the best fit magnification for that spectral channel. Figure 4 shows the accumulation of several NRM datasets in various bands, comparing the measured wavelength compared with the wavelength reported by the GPI pipeline solution. The residuals are generally 0.05 m which agrees well with what is predicted from the modeled performance and these errors could likely be reduced by an order of magnitude. Re-reducing the NRM images with updated non-linear corrections could help verify that a new solution is accurately representing the true dispersion. Figure 4 . (a) Wavelength solution derived using the NRM pupil for several datasets. (b) Residuals from a linear fit to the wavelengths derived from the arc lamp wavelength calibration to the wavelengths found in the fit the NRM PSF. All plotted datasets were taken before cryocooler upgrades and suffer vibrations, which blur out fringes. This is especially degrading for Y band data. Lower throughput in K2 could have contributed to the large error-bars measured.
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Quadratic Wavelength Solution
With the 2D wavelength calibration algorithm, we provide a wavelength solution accurate to 1/10th of a pixel. This sensitivity allowed us to examine the departure of the IFS prism dispersion from linearity. The x and y pixel position for each lenslet is defined by a unique x 0 and y 0 position for a reference wavelength λ 0 (which varies with filter), the tilt (θ, angular orientation of the lenslet in radians from vertical), and a dispersion. In the linear case, the dispersion is assumed to be linear (with coefficient w), and the positions are defined by: x = x o + sin θ where the wavelength, λ, for a given pixel is given by λ = w (x − x 0 ) 2 + (y − y 0 ) 2 + λ 0 . For the quadratic formalism of dispersion, we expand these equations in (λ−λ o ) as shown in the Equation below.
The quadratic term is shown in bold. After some experimentation, the coefficient, q, was found to be well fit by a value of w/10. To limit computation time, we fix this value when determining the wavelength solution for each lenslet. The magnitude of the quadratic component varies with filter, but is generally less than 0.003 % of the linear term (ie. The largest improvement was seen in the reduction of the H -band. A comparison between the linear and quadratic fits for a single lenslet in a Xe arc lamp dataset is given in Figure 5 (f). The quadratic solution improved the reduced χ 2 by a factor of ∼ 2 above the linear case (both using the microlens PSF), and gives an position accuracy of 0.012 pixels, which is approaching the theoretical limit of 0.01 pixels ( Figure 6 ). In other bands, the improvement is less pronounced. In K1 band for example, the quadratic solution only provided a factor of 1.05 improvement over the linear case. This is likely a consequence of our inability to resolve spectral lines in the Argon arc lamp data, rather than a failure of the quadratic dispersion solution to accurately define the data. While the Argon arc lamp available at Gemini South provides the best SNR with the shortest exposure times, the spectral lines in all filters are blended and difficult to distinguish at the resolution of GPI. The Xenon lamp provides better distinction between spectral lines in some filters, but the count rate of the lamp is prohibitively low (Ex. Ar exposure for K2 bands takes ∼ 2 hours, and Xe would require at least twice the exposure time to achieve the same SNR).
Simultaneous Wavelength Calibration of all Bands
We have shown the improvement afforded by including a quadratic term to the wavelength solution for a single GPI filter, particularly in H-band. Furthermore, it should also be possible to fit the wavelength solutions over The same as (c) for the quadratic dispersion model, and (f) shows the linear model subtracted by the quadratic model. Note the scale of the residuals. These are largely a consequence of the microlens PSFs being too narrow in the peak than the actual instrumental PSF, and less a result of our uncertainty in the locations of the spectral peaks. Figure 6 . Histograms of the measured wavelength in µm of the spectral peak for an H band Ar image for all the lenslets in the image for a quadratic dispersion solution. The dotted line represents the theoretical location of the peak. The quadratic solution peaks at a value within 0.012 pixels of the correct wavelength.
Full GPI Bandpass Fitting (Y-K2) Figure 7 . Residuals in µm from an overall polynomial fit to each of the independent linear solutions for the five GPI bands (Y − K2). The cubic polynomial fit over the full bandpass, shown with black circles, provides the minimal residuals to the wavelength solution in two dimensions, and will be implemented in efforts to improve the fidelity of using quick H-band arcs to calibrate data taken in other bands.
the full GPI bandpass simultaneously (Y − K2, corresponding to 0.9-2.4µm), assuming separate linear and/or higher-order fits to each of the individual bands. By defining wavelength vs. position across the full bandpass, this would provide small, yet non-negligible improvements to datacube extraction at different wavelengths. As described previously, quick H-band Argon arcs are taken as part of standard GPI observing sequences to calibrate observations at other bands, given the expediency of H-band arcs as opposed to the longer integrations required for arcs at different wavelengths, in particular K1 and K2. This bootstrapping process, with either a look-up table of flexure shifts, or in 'BandShift' mode, involves extrapolating the shifts due to flexure from the H-band arcs to the band of the science observations, using the x-and y-positions from the most recent wavelength calibration. For this procedure, a higher fidelity spectral extraction may be possible if the extrapolation also incorporates a functional relationship between the wavelength solutions at different bands.
In an initial attempt to fit the full bandpass simultaneously, independent linear solutions for each of the five filters were stitched together and fit with a single polynomial, with results from using polynomials of different orders shown in Figure 7 . The residuals in µm from the different polynomial fits show that a higher-order polynomial, at least a cubic fit, is required to describe the full bandpass simultaneously in a self-consistent manner. Implementation of a multi-filter and full bandpass wavelength solution option into the existing GPI DRP wavecal primitives is ongoing, with future work involving comparison of the extracted datacube quality with science observations at different wavelengths.
